Coach of the Year
Sergio Escoto

Sergio Escoto’s passion for the sport has influenced the entire program. As the Head Coach of the Men’s Soccer team, he has contributed innumerable positive impacts. First and foremost, he has been a source of inspiration for his players through his relentless dedication and work ethic. As the team’s leader, he always had a visible impact on the success of all his players. In addition to his role as a coach, he also served as the Men’s Club Men’s Soccer President, which allowed him to impact the program from both the athletic and administrative side. He is known for being an incredible role model to his players and creates a welcoming environment. Overall, he is an incredible coach who makes a difference in the lives of many students and is a great asset to USF’s Club Sports program.

Most Dedicated Coach
Kevin Oh

Kevin Oh, who teaches our Judo club, is an incredible coach and mentor who is always there for his students. He has dedicated so much time and effort towards ensuring that the students have a positive experience and are always improving, which is evident in his dedication to the sport. He always puts the students first and works to create an environment in which they can grow and thrive. His passion for the sport is contagious, and he is a great example of what it means to be an excellent coach and mentor.

Most Valuable Player
Joelle Marie Yonzon

JoelleMarie is extremely valuable as she applies herself fully in many different roles beyond her Officer roles and has displayed excellent sportsmanship and a strong work ethic, and is helpful during and outside of practice. She is dedicated to the Club and is always willing to practice with or help any student, no matter their skill level. She is an incredible role model for others to follow.

Most Involved
Dallas Williams

Dallas always brings a positive attitude on and off the court. She gives 100% during practices and beyond her Officer roles and has displayed excellent sportsmanship and a strong work ethic, and is helpful during and outside of practice. She is dedicated to the Club and is always willing to practice with or help any student, no matter their skill level. She is an incredible role model for others to follow.

Most Dedicated
Cristian Sanabria

Cristian has put so much time and dedication into the Club and his students. His dedication to help the students not only at practices but also outside to create a community is what makes him more incredible. For this reason, he receives the Most Dedicated Award.

Most Improved
Sameer Isaq

Sameer Isaq is an incredibly hard worker. He balances school, work and coaching and always puts in his best effort. He is comfortable asking for help. He strives to be the best he can be, takes responsibility for his mistakes, is always improving and motivated to learn. He wants to know it doesn’t go unnoticed. He cares about the whole person and always wanted to be the best he can be. He is an inspiration to all of the students and they are extremely grateful!

President of the Year
Gabin Swillen

Gabin is an inspiration in every sense of the word. He not only leads the University of San Francisco rock climbing team as President but also the United Nations, and he is always there for his students. His dedication to help the students not only at practices but also outside to create a community is what makes him more incredible. For this reason, he receives the President of the Year Award.

Most Scenic Coach
Avi Singh

Avi Singh is an amazing coach and someone who the students feel strongly has the ability to engage members and provides a welcoming environment. Overall he cares about the students and wants them to improve. He cares about the future of the Club and wants to find ways to improve. He is helpful to those around him and allows his teammates to feel comfortable asking for help. He strives to be the best he can be, takes responsibility for his mistakes, is always improving and motivated to learn. He wants him to know it doesn’t go unnoticed. He cares about the whole person and always wanted to be the best he can be. He is an inspiration to all of the students and they are extremely grateful!
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